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SPLITTING LIABILITY AND DAMAGE ISSUE
SAVES
20 PER CENT OF THE COURT'S TIME
By
HANS ZEISELt
Chicago, Illinois

When Professor Kalven and I published our book on Delay in the
Court, we suggested that splitting the jury trial and trying separately the
issue of liability from that of damages might save court time. On the
recommendation of the late Judge Julius Miner, the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of Illinois, was persuaded to test the devise,
and on November 3, 1959, adopted a rule that permitted the court to
ask the jury first to bring in a verdict on liability, and only if liability
is affirmed would the jury then hear argument on the damages.
At the same time, Chief Judge Campbell asked the University of
Chicago Law School to design a research operation that would measure
the effect of separation on the trial load of the court.
The way in which separation of issues could save court time is clear:
In the traditional form of trial, damages are litigated even where the
verdict ultimately rejects liability; separation would eliminate the need
for trying the damage issues in these cases, comprising roughly 40 per
cent of all law trials.
The detailed report of our research operation appeared in the June
1963 issue of The Harvard Law Review. The main findings were these:
1 Separation saves about 20 per cent of the trial time required if these cases
were tried under traditional rules. This means that 1 out of every 5 judges is
freed for other work.
Separation thus emerges as by far the most forceful remedy for court congestion.
This saving derives from two major sources: first, damage litigation becomes
unnecessary where liability is denied; secondly, also in the majority of cases
where liability is affirmed, damages are not litigated because the case is settled
after the liability verdict.
3 Separation has no offsetting effects: It neither increases the proportion of cases
going to trial, nor does it reduce the tendency to waive juries, nor does it require
more deliberation time from the juries. The savings in trial time are net savings.
4 It is not possible to sort out effectively in advance the cases in which separation will be beneficial. Therefore, if a court wants to maximize its savings, it
should separate as frequently as possible. Experience in the U. S. District Court
for Northern Illinois indicates that separation can be ordered in 90 per cent of
all personal injury jury trials.
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